Abstract. The year 2010 was characterized by devastating flooding in Central and Eastern 8 Europe, including Romania, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Bosnia-Herzegovina. This 
Introduction

24
Catastrophic floods occurred during the summer of 2010 in Central and Eastern Europe. The Prut catchment basin spans three topographic levels: mountains, plateaus, and The Prut River is the second-longest river in Romania, at 952.9 km in length. It is a is 0.2%. Its hydrographic network measures 11,000 km in total, of which 3,000 km are 85 permanent streams (33%) and 8,000 km are intermittent (67%). The network has the highest 86 density in Romania at 0.41 km/km 2 (the average density is 0.33 km/km 2 ).
87
The Prut catchment is relatively symmetrical, but its largest proportion is in Romania.
88
To the west, it has 27 tributaries, including the Poiana, Cornesti, Isnovat, Radauti, Volovat, 
Results
152
Tidal bores in the upper basins of the Prut and Siret (in northeast Romania) recorded during The warning level (CA) was exceeded throughout the flooding period (Figs. 3, 6 ). (Figs. 3, 6 ).
247
The Carjoaia gauging station on the Magura River (a tributary of the Bahlui), one The maximum water level was 552 cm (+132 cm CI) (Figs. 3, 6 ).
260
At the Iasi gauging station on the Bahlui, floods occurred from 24 June-4 July 2010. (Figs. 3, 6 ).
268
Nat warning level (CA) was exceeded throughout the flooding period (Figs. 3, 7) .
287
At the Andrieseni gauging station on the Jijia, flooding was recorded from 1-4 July (Figs. 3, 7) .
291
At the Chiperesti gauging station on the Jijia, successive and increasing tidal bores The flood warning level (CA) was exceeded throughout the flooding period. The maximum 294 water level was 497 cm (+97 cm CA) (Figs. 3, 7) .
295
At the Victoria gauging station on the Jijia, flooding occurred from 4-7 July 2010. The 
327
The existence of five tidal bore peaks (with the second and third tidal bores being weaker)
328
clearly indicates that they were caused by heavy rains in the Carpathian Mountains in
329
Ukraine. increases the water level and lengthens the duration of floods.
359
Stronger floods within the middle reaches of the Prut occur because of its tributaries.
360
Flooding on the Baseu, Sitna, Miletin, Jijia, Bahluet, and Bahlui Rivers was strong, but it was 361 mitigated for the most part by the existence of ponds (Fig. 9) . Therefore, the excess water The city of Galati is situated at the confluence of the Prut and the Danube Rivers. lower areas of the city (Fig. 11) . Jijia, which is a tributary of the Prut) caused backwaters to emerge at the mouth of the river.
411
The manifestation of this backwater phenomenon is unique because the floodwaters of the In the summer of 2010, significant precipitation occurred in Central and Eastern Europe.
421
Heavy rains in northeast Romania caused devastating floods in the Prut and Siret basins. 
